Abstract-Autonomous drones (also known as unmanned aerial vehicles) have several advantages over ground vehicles, including agility, swiftness, and energy-efficiency, and hence are convenient for light-weight delivery and substitutions for manned missions in remote operations. It is expected that autonomous drones will be deployed in diverse applications in near future. Typical drones are electric vehicles, powered by on-board batteries. This paper presents several contributions for automated battery-operated drone management systems: (1) We conduct an empirical study to model the battery performance of drones, considering various flight scenarios. (2) We study a joint problem of flight tour planning with recharging optimization for drones with an objective to complete a tour mission for a set of sites of interest. This problem captures diverse applications of delivery and remote operations by drones. (3) We implemented our optimization algorithms in an intelligent drone management system.
I. INTRODUCTION
Aerial vehicles are becoming a vital transportation means. Often referred as drones in popular terminology, or unmanned aerial vehicles in technical terminology, they have several advantages over ground vehicles as follows. (1) Agility: There is little restriction in the sky, unlike on the ground with obstacles. Drones can travel across space in straight paths. They are usually small in size, with nimble navigating ability. (2) Swiftness: Aerial transportation is usually not hampered by traffic congestions. The time to arrival is mostly reflected by the travelled distance. Drones can also be rapidly launched by catapults, and drop off payloads by parachutes with short response time. (3) Energy-efficiency: Drones are typically light-weight, which consume less energy. They are particularly energy-efficient for transporting light-weight items in short trips, whereas ground vehicles are useful for carrying heavy objects in long distance. (4) Safeness: There is no on-board human operator or driver. Drones can keep a safe distance from human users. Unmanned transportation missions are specially desirable in hazardous environments. (5) Low-cost: Drone platforms and systems have evolved to be a mature technology. There are a variety of open-source projects for both drone hardware and software systems. The specifications of drones can vary flexibly according to different form factors and costs.
These advantages of drones enable diverse applications for light-weight goods transportation and substitutions for manned transportation missions. Some examples are provided as follows. (1) Remote Surveillance: Aerial transportation can access far-away remote regions, geographically dispersed and offshore locations. Particularly, oil and gas companies and utility providers, which rely on extensive surveillance, measurements, mapping and surveying, maintenance operations for dispersed facilities, will be major users of drones. (2) Search and Rescue: Drones can be deployed in ad hoc manner. In emergency with damaged or unreliable infrastructure, drones can overcome the difficulty of accessing in isolated regions, enabling fast transportation with great convenience and flexibility. (3) Hazardous Missions: Drones are excellent solutions for unmanned missions in risky or hazardous areas, in particular, for taking measurements in high-altitude, or bio/chemical harmful environments. Human supervisors can remotely control the drones to carry out dangerous operations. (4) Light-weight Items Delivery: Parcels, medical items, and mail require speedy delivery. Drones are effective in solving the last-leg problem of the distribution chain from depots to homes of end-users. A recent study by Amazon [1] reports that 44% of the US population are within 20 miles from its depot facility. Hence, it is practical to employ drone delivery.
In the near future, fully autonomous drones are expected for extensive deployment, giving rise to a new class of intelligent transportation system. Despite increasingly popular applications of drones in diverse sectors, the management of drones is plagued with several challenges:
• Limited Battery Lifetime: Typical drones are electric vehicles, powered by on-board batteries. Hence, the performance of drones is critically constrained by limited battery lifetime. Many drones are only suitable for shortrange trips, which considerably limit their applicability.
To optimize the battery performance of drones, there requires an intelligent management system to track stateof-charge, and optimize their operations accordingly.
• Control Difficulty: Piloting a drone is difficult for human. Manual controls not only incur inefficiency and inconvenience, but also are vulnerable to human errors. Often, intensive trainings for drone piloting are required in advance, which are usually expensive and laborious. Improper human controls will cause drone crashes and damages. There are routine missions that are suitable for drones with minimal manual controls.
• Dynamic Operating Environments: Drones are expected to travel in certain high altitude, and hence are significantly susceptible by wind and weather conditions. These conditions are highly dynamic, and should be accounted for in a real-time manner. Also, drones are light-weight, and the impact by wind is even more substantial. Drone management system should take explicit consideration of the dynamic uncertain operating environments. These challenges present a unique class of vehicle management problem for battery-operated autonomous drones.
A. Our Contributions
To support diverse applications of drones in practice, this paper presents several contributions for automated batteryoperated drone management systems: 1) We conduct an empirical study to model the energy consumption of drones, considering various flight scenarios. Accurate model of battery performance in different scenarios allows further flight tour planning with recharging optimization for drone missions. 2) We study a joint problem of flight tour planning with recharging optimization for drones with an objective to complete a tour mission for a set of sites of interest in the shortest time. We consider a variable number of charging stations for recharging drones intermediately. This problem captures diverse applications of delivery and remote operations by drones. The solution of this problem will be useful for an intelligent drone management system. 3) We implemented our algorithms in an intelligent drone management system, which supports real-time flight path tracking and re-computation in dynamic environments. We remark that our study can also provide ramifications to general electric vehicle management. Our study of flight tour planning with recharging optimization applies to various electric vehicle fleet. In the future, battery-operated flying vehicles, which resemble today's drones, will be able to carry both passengers and goods in the sky [2] . Our study can be extended to future flying electric vehicles.
II. RELATED WORK
There are diverse applications for drones, including delivery (e.g., for light-weight parcels, medical items, mail) and remote operations (e.g., wildlife surveillance, environmental surveying, search and rescue operations). Drones have been extensively studied for their flight and landing control mechanisms. For example, see the books [3] , [4] for a good overview of the recent results. The literature usually concerns the control system of individual drones. However, these studies typically focus on a single short-distance flight path and transient control regarding the flight movements. Long-distance flight tour planning involving multiple paths with recharging optimization has been considered to a lesser extent, to the best of our knowledge. Moreover there is a lack of related work on optimizing the flight plans of battery-operated drones.
The logistic optimization of electric vehicles have been studied mainly for ground vehicles. Nonetheless, drones exhibit different characteristics that create some unique challenges. For example, the impact of wind is more substantial for drone flight. In [5] , graph signal sampling and recovery techniques are used to plan routes for autonomous aerial vehicles, and a method is proposed to plan an energy-efficient flight trajectory by considering the influences of wind. Further, there appears limited empirical studies of battery performance of drones, although empirical studies of electric ground vehicles have been explored in the literature.
Modelling vehicle energy consumption has been the subject of a number of research papers. One method is the model-based approach, based on vehicle dynamics to model the consumption behavior of electric vehicles [6] . Energy consumption estimation can use a blackbox approach. For example, a statistical approach using regression model to estimate energy consumption of vehicles is given in [7] .
This work belongs to the scope of path planning problem of electric vehicles. There are recent results for path planning of electric vehicles considering recharging operations [8] , [9] . We adopt the solution proposed in [10] for the so-called tour gas station problem, for which efficient algorithms are designed for obtaining a near-optimal solution under certain assumptions. A variant of the classical algorithm [11] for the travelling salesman problem (TSP) was proposed in [10] for the tour gas station problem. In this work, we extend those methods to solve the problem for drone management and consider extensions to more realistic settings, such as time minimization.
For fully autonomous drone management, drones should also be able to recharge themselves without manual intervention. To enable autonomous recharging of drones, autonomous inductive charging systems has been proposed in [12] , which can be integrated with the management system of this paper.
III. EMPIRICAL STUDY OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION
In order to accurately optimize the energy consumption and flight paths of a drone, we conduct an empirical study to determine its battery performance, considering various flight scenarios. In particular, we evaluate the energy consumption using a commercial drone model, 3DR Solo (see Fig. 1 and its specifications in Table I ). 3DR Solo drone supports Python developer kit, which allows us to extract data and program the flight path. After gathering sufficient measurement data, we apply a regression model to capture the energy consumption of the test drone. 
A. Empirical Study
A typical drone is equipped with a number of sensors for two purposes: (1) and (2) remotely tracking the drone status (e.g., the battery state-of-charge (SoC)). The stability of drone is controlled by three essential sensors (i.e., gyroscopes, accelerometers and barometers), with which it can maneuver itself in the air. The SoC is measured by the voltage and current sensors. A major part of energy consumption of a drone is required for powering the motors to lift the drone itself in the air. Additional energy consumption is required for the movements of the drone. The movements can be decomposed into vertical and horizontal directions. The barometer and GPS sensors can measure the 3-dimensional movements of the drone. The speed and position of the drone can be tracked by GPS and IMU modules, which also enable automatic navigation. The altitude of the drone can be tracked by barometer and GPS modules.
To understand the factors that determine the energy consumption of a drone, we carried out the following experiments for obtaining empirical data in the rural areas, where the drone can fly in a straight path without obstacles: 1) Impact of Motion: The motions of a drone can be divided into three types: hovering, horizontal moving and vertical moving. We study the energy consumption of the test drone in each motion type. 2) Impact of Weight: Typical drones can carry extra payloads, such as camera equipment or parcels. We study the impact of different weights of payloads. 3) Impact of Wind: The major environmental factor that affects the drone is wind, including wind direction and speed. Wind may benefit the energy consumption in some cases, as well as incurring resistance to the movement in other cases. We study the energy consumption of the test drone in various wind conditions.
The experimental results are described as follows.
1) Impact of Motion:
To study the energy consumption of motions of the drone, we conducted three experiments. The battery power, barometer and GPS location, and speed data are collected in each experiment to analyze the motions of the test drone. Fig. 2 depicts the recorded data traces of the three experiments. We discuss the observations as following:
• Experiment 1: The test drone hovers in the air without any movement in this experiment. Note that the drone may slightly drift around the takeoff location due to deviation error of GPS modules. We filter the speed data that is smaller than 0.5 m/s. This experiment shows the baseline power consumption of a flying drone. From the recorded data, we observe that the drone can maintain a sufficiently steady flying altitude and the power consumption is steady.
• Experiment 2: The test drone ascends and descends repeatedly in this experiment. The barometer data shows the altitude of the drone. Time series data allow us to compute the vertical acceleration and speed of the drone. We observe larger power fluctuations due to repeatedly vertical movements. The power consumption increases, when the drone ascends.
• Experiment 3: The test drone moves horizontally without altering its altitude in this experiment. The GPS data comprises of speed and course angle of the drone. We also gathered average wind speed and direction using a wind speed meter during the experiment. We observe smaller power fluctuations due to horizontal movements. We also observe the idle power consumption of the drone between the two experiments. 2) Impact of Weights: One of the practical purposes of drones is to deliver payloads, and hence, the total weight of a drone varies as the payload it carries. We carried out several experiments with different weights of payloads on the drone to obtain empirical data. Three different weights are tested on the drone. The drone is set to hover in the air without any movement to obtain the corresponding baseline power consumption. 3 depicts the battery power consumption of the test drone carrying three different weights. We observe that the power consumption increases when the weight of payload increases. The weight limit of payload depends on the thrusts that the motors can produce. Note that the maximum payload weight is 500g for 3DR Solo drone.
3) Impact of Wind: Wind condition is a major environmental factor to the power consumption of a drone. We conducted several experiments under different wind conditions: headwind by flying against the direction of wind, and tailwind by flying along the direction of wind. The experiments are carried out at the same location but on different days with different wind conditions. The wind directions and average speeds are measured using a wind speed meter for each experiment. Once the wind direction is determined, the drone is set to fly into a headwind or tailwind at maximum speed (18 4 depicts the battery power consumption of the drone under different wind conditions. We observe smaller power consumption when flying into headwind, which is due to the increasing thrust by translational lift, when the drone moves from hovering to forward flight. When flying into a headwind, translational lift increases due to the relative airflow over the propellers increases, resulting in less power consumption to hover the drone [13] . However, when the wind speed exceeds a certain limit, the aerodynamic drag may outweighs the benefit of translational lift. In our setting, the drone speed is relatively slow, even at maximum speed. Hence, flying into a headwind is likely more energy-efficient.
B. Regression Model of Energy Consumption for Drone
Since drones are electric vehicles, we can apply the methodology from the literature of electric vehicles to model the energy consumption of drones. There are two main types of energy consumption models of a drone:
• White-box Model: A straightforward approach is to employ a white-box microscopic behavior model for each drone that comprehensively characterizes the motor performance, aerodynamic environment, and battery systems. However, such a white-box model requires a large amount of data for calibration and detailed knowledge specific to a particular drone. For example, the aerodynamic parameters such as propeller efficiencies, motor efficiencies and drag coefficients are difficult to obtain accurately without resorting to sophisticated experimental setups like wind tunnel.
• Blackbox Model: A blackbox approach is more desirable that requires minimal knowledge of vehicle model with only a small set of measurable variables and parameters of the drone. In the subsequent sections, a blackbox model of energy consumption of drone will be utilized for tour planning with recharging optimization. The advantage of blackbox model is that it is obtained from simple data measurements without using sophisticated experimental setups. This section describes a linear blackbox model of energy consumption for drones that has been used extensively in the literature of electric vehicles [14] , [15] , [7] , [16] , [17] , [18] .
Let the estimated battery power consumption of a drone bê P , which is estimated by a number of measurement parameters in the following linear equation:
where
• v xy and a xy are the speed and acceleration vectors describing the horizontal movement of the drone.
• v z and a z are the speed and acceleration vectors describing the vertical movement of the drone.
• m is the weight of payload.
• w xy is the vector of wind movement in the horizontal surface.
• β 1 , ..., β 9 are the coefficients, and v denotes the magnitude of a vector. The coefficients β 1 , ..., β 9 can be estimated by the standard regression method, if sufficient measurement data is collected.
Assuming the uniform conditions (e.g., speed, wind) within a period of duration D, the total energy consumption of the drone is estimated byP · D.
C. Evaluation of Regression Model
To evaluate the accuracy of the energy consumption regression model, we conducted experiments to collect measurement data to estimate the corresponding coefficients. The test drone was programmed to first fly vertical movements, then flying into a headwind and a tailwind with different weights of payloads. The drone maintains its altitude during the horizontal flight. We conducted experiments under simple conditions, where the drone ascends from the source until reaching the desired altitude and then flies directly to the destination without changing its altitude. But the experiments are sufficiently representative of other conditions. Fig. 5a depicts the collected data of our experiments. We tested 3 different weights of payloads under similar flight paths operations. We obtain the estimated power consumption using the regression model, and compare it to the measured power consumption shown in Fig. 5b . We observe that the estimation is close to the actual measurement data. We integrate power over time to obtain the energy consumption of the drone in Fig. 5c . The error of estimation of energy consumption in the experiments is within 0.4%, which shows relatively good accuracy of our regression model of energy consumption for the test drone.
IV. FLIGHT TOUR PLANNING WITH RECHARGING
In this paper, we utilize the energy consumption model for drone from the last section to study a joint problem of flight tour planning with recharging optimization for batteryoperated autonomous drones. The objective is to complete a tour mission for a set of sites of interest in the shortest time.
We consider a variable number of charging stations to allow recharging of drones intermediately. This problem naturally captures diverse applications of delivery and remote operations by drones. We provide efficient algorithms to determine the solutions in an intelligent drone management system.
A. Model and Formulation
We consider a set of sites of interest S that a drone needs to visit (e.g., drop-off locations of parcels, or sites for surveillance), and a set of charging stations C that a drone can receive recharging. The base location of drones is denoted by v 0 . The problem is to find a flight plan (a sequence of locations in S and C), such that the drone can visit all sites in S, starting and terminating at v 0 , with the objective of minimizing the total trip time, while maintaining the state-of-charge (SoC) within the operational range.
Note that the flight path between a pair of locations may be affected by weather conditions and no-fly zone restriction. Given a pair of locations (u, v), we denote the designated flight path by (u, v), and the flight time by τ (u, v). Let f (u, v), τ (u, v) be the required energy consumption 1 for the drone flying along (u, v) within flight time τ (u, v). That is, f (·, ·) is an increasing function that maps the combination of flight path (u, v) and flight time τ (u, v) to the required amount of energy.
Let V S ∪ C ∪ {v 0 }. If the drone flies between two sites u, v ∈ V , then it consumes an amount of energy from the battery denoted by η d f (u, v) . If the drone flies to a charging station u ∈ C, it can recharge its battery by an amount of energy denoted by η c b(u). η c ≤ 1 and η d ≥ 1 are the charging and discharging efficiency coefficients. When recharging its battery at u, let the incurred charging time be τ c (b(u)). We denote the flight plan by T , which consists of a sequence of locations in T ⊆ S ∪C ∪{v 0 }, and denote k-th location by T k . We require T 1 = T |T | = v 0 . The objective is to find a flight plan that minimizes the total trip time, consisting of the travel time plus the charging time. See an illustration of a flight plan with recharging for a drone in Fig. 6 . This problem can be formally formulated as follows. Let x k be the SoC when reaching the k-th location in the flight plan. We require the SoC lying within feasible range [B, B]. The lower bound of SoC B ensures sufficient residual energy for the drone to return to the base, in case of emergency. With the above notations, the drone flight plan optimization problem (DFP) is formulated as follows.
(DFP) min
In general, the flight plan optimization with recharging problem can be solved by optimization using drone flight historic data. We can extend this problem to further incorporate a variety of further factors for practical flight plan optimization, such as restrictions of no-fly zones and attitude, and wind speed forecast information. Users can also specify further goals, such as deadline of completion and maximum payload weight. An efficient optimization algorithm is derived to compute an optimal flight path to meet the users' specified goals (e.g., traversing all targeted sites of surveillance, and returning to the base).
B. Case with Uniform Drone Speed & Steady Wind Condition
Suppose that the horizontal speed of the drone is a uniform constant under steady wind condition, which will be generalized in Sec. IV-C. 
for some constants c a , c b , c f (u, v) > 0. Note that we allow c f (u, v) to depend on the edge (u, v); this could be useful to model the non-uniform environment for each (u, v), for instance, paths where stronger wind is expected should have larger constants c f (u, v). In this paper, we consider mostly long-distance trips (e.g., 2-3 km) in this paper, for which the vertical landing and take-off operations usually constitute a small part of the whole flight, and consume only a small percentage of the total energy (e.g., < 1%). For clarity of presentation, we assume that the energy consumption of landing and take-off operations is implicitly captured by c f (u, v)d(u, v), though our results can be easily extended to consider that explicitly.
Under these assumptions, we may also assume that the total contribution of the charging time
in the optimal tour T , is proportional to the total travel time
, as the following lemma suggests. Lemma 1: In an optimal flight plan (T , b(·)), we have 
Such a plan (T , b (·)) can be found in O(|V |) time.
Proof: Algorithm Fix-charge implements the argument used in the proof of Lemma 1.
Lemma 1 allows us to reduce the problem to the so-called tour gas station problem in [10] . Up to several constants, the simplified formulation (SDFP) is as follows.
(SDFP) min
Note that we assume in the above formulation that the SoC is brought to its maximum at each charging station. Once we obtain a tour under this assumption, it can be turned into a flight plan with the minimal charging requirements using Corollary 1. . Following [10] , we make the technical assumption that for every u ∈ S \ {v 0 } there is v ∈ C such that d(u, v) ≤ α U 2 , where α ∈ [0, 1). This assumption can be justified (for α = 1) as follows. For a location u ∈ S \ {v 0 }, if every v ∈ C is at distance greater than U 2 , then there is no way to visit u in the tour without getting the battery level below B (as the SoC would drop below B − η d U = B).
The main algorithm to solve SDFP is Find-plan V, d , which calls three other procedures:
• Init-distances V, d , u, v : This provides a lower bound for the optimal solution. Namely, it finds for every pair of locations u, v ∈ V , the minimum possible distancẽ d(u, v), and the corresponding shortest path P(u, v) to go from u to v without going out of the operational range of the battery.
then the drone can go directly from u to v. (Indeed, starting with SoC= B at g u , then the drone reaches u with SoC B − η d d u , and then it travels directly from u to v causing the SoC to drop to
So there is enough battery at v to reach g v .) Otherwise, at best (in the optimal solution), the drone can reach u with SoC at most B − η d d u , then it can go through some charging stations (only if the distance d between two successive such stations is at most U ), then, form the last station, it
. . , Ti r be the charging stations, in the order they appear on T 2: for j = 0, 1, . . . , r do 3:
4: end for 5: for j = 1, . . . , r do 6:
7: end for 8: for j = r downto 1 do 9:
10:
if b (Ti j ) > 0 then
11:
exit 12:
Construct a weighted undirected graph G = (C ∪ {u, v}, E; w) where
P(u, v) ← shortest path between u and v in G (with edge lengths w)
7:
d(u, v) ← length of P(u, v)
8:
Add P(u, v) to T 4: end for 5: Add to T a set of sub-tours
if T \ {(u, gu), (gu, u) is feasible then 8:
end if 10: end for 11: return T has to reach v such that the SoC at v is at least B + η d d v (so that there is enough battery to reach g v ). In particular, the distance from u to the first charging station on this path should be at most U − d u ; similarly, the distance from the last station on the path to v should be at most U − d v . This explains the definition of the graph G in line 5 of the procedure.
• Fix-tour G, T 0 : starting from the tour T 0 obtained using the (modified) Christofides algorithm with respect to the weights d, this procedure reconstructs a feasible tour T for problem (SDFP). It first replaces each edge (u, v) in the tour by the corresponding path P(u, v). Since the resulting tour maybe still infeasible, the procedure adds to every site a round trip to the closest charging station. Finally, the added stations are dropped one by one in a greedy way as long as feasibility is maintained. The main algorithm is a modification of Christofides Algorithm [11] , which finds a minimum spanning tree with respect to the weightsd and then a minimum weight perfect matching M on the odd vertices of T . The edges of T and M define an Eulerian graph from which an Eulerian tour T 0 can be obtained in linear time. This Eulerian tour is passed to the procedure Fix-tour to convert it to a feasible tour T which might use a non-optimal charging function b(·). The resulting plan (T , b(·)) is further passed to procedure Fix-charge to minimize the charging requirement with respect to the tour T .
Let OPT DFP and OPT SDFP be the optimal solutions of problems (DFP) and (SDFP), respectively. 2: for each u, v ∈ V do 3: 
Proof: See the Appendix.
C. Extensions
In this section, we present extensions to above algorithms to obtain heuristics for more practical scenarios.
1) Wind Uncertainty: Under steady wind condition, we assume in the above algorithms that c f (u, v) is a constant that depends on the designated path between sites u and v. In practice, there is sometimes uncertainty in the wind condition. Often, the wind varies as the drone flies. Hence, this also depends on the wind expected on this path, so it should be actually c f (u, v, w), where w is the wind vector that assumes values in uncertain domain w ∈ W . For example, we predict the wind speed will be in the range [|w|, |w|] and the orientation in the range [θ w , θ w ]. To account for the uncertainty, we proceed conservatively in our algorithm; we may replace c f (u, v) by c f (u, v) = max w∈W c f (u, v, w).
2) Variable Drone Speed: We consider a scenario, where we can vary the drone speed uniformly at all designated paths in V . In this case, we will run our algorithms sequentially with an increasing drone speed at each round, until the algorithms can not return a feasible solution (because higher drone speed may result in insufficient battery to reach some sites). Then we will enumerate all the optimal solutions in all the rounds to find the best solution with the lowest total travel time.
V. CASE STUDIES
We implemented the algorithms and evaluate the results of tour planning with recharging optimization for the test drone in several case studies in this section.
A. Setup
We consider a scenario with four sites of interest, and four charging stations. The drone is programmed to begin its mission from the base. Fig. 7 depicts the geographical locations of the sites (as black points), charging stations (as blue squares) and the base (as magenta triangle). This case studies are based on the real locations of a suburban community.
1) Simulation 1:
We simulated four cases using the energy consumption model of 3DR Solo drone under different wind and payload conditions. We consider the standard 3DR Solo drone which is equipped with 70 Wh battery capacity in the first two cases. A mild wind condition with average wind speed of 18 km/h is simulated in all cases. Then we double the battery capacity with the same wind condition in another two cases. Since the battery capacity is doubled, extra weight is added to the drone. One battery weights 500g. The parameters of all the cases are summarized in Table II . 2) Simulation 2: We consider uncertainty of wind condition. The wind speed and orientation vary within a certain range. The wind speed varies from 0 to 21 km/h in four discrete scales, while the wind orientation varies from 0
• to 360 • in four discrete scales.
The cases of Simulation 1 are denoted by S 1 C 1 to S 1 C 4 , and the cases of Simulation 2 are denoted by S 2 C 1 to S 2 C 4 .
3 .8 3 We plot the travel time and energy consumption of Simulation 1 in Fig. 10 . We normalize the travel time and energy consumption by the results of S 1 C 1 (i.e., the lowest travel time and energy consumption), as listed in Table III . There are two observations:
• The north-east wind causes higher energy consumption than that by south wind. Besides, higher travel time is observed due to longer charging time.
• Increasing battery capacity for 3DR Solo drone does not help to reduce the travel time. We observe that even the flying time in S 1 C 3 is the shortest, it takes more time to charge since the drone becomes heavier by carrying extra weight for the battery, which results in longer travel time. S1C1 S1C2 S1C3 S1C4 2) Simulation 2: Fig. 9 visualizes the results of Simulation 2. The numbers indicate the path order for the drone. We represent the ranges of wind speeds and orientations as the shaded areas on the upper-left corners. We plot the travel time and energy consumption of Simulation 2 in Fig. 11 .
The energy consumption of S 1 C 1 is the result without uncertain wind condition for the 3DR solo drone with 70 Wh battery. In Simulation 2, we study if a solution can be obtained in the presence of uncertainty of wind condition. We gradually increase the uncertainty from S 2 C 1 to S 2 C 4 . For example, in S 2 C 1 the wind speed varies from 9 to 12 km/h and orientation varies from -45
• to 45
• . We observe that the energy consumption increases as the uncertainty of wind condition increases in Fig. 11 . The energy consumption of the worst uncertainty is in S 2 C 4 , in which the drone may always fly into a tailwind. S 2 C 4 provides the most conservative result.
VI. INTELLIGENT DRONE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
We implemented our algorithms in an intelligent drone management system. The user interface is depicted in Fig 12. The user interface allows the users to specify individual goals and to visualize the computed flight plan. The system connects to the cloud computing server, which uses the desired locations from the user and computes the optimal flight plan. The drone is programmed to follow the flight plan computed by the server. Furthermore, a dynamic tracking system of drone using on-board sensors, including GPS location, video feed, SoC, and flight status, is utilized to monitor the realtime flight status of drones. If abnormal measurements are detected, for example, the reported sensor measurements deviate from estimated value by flight tour planning, then realtime re-computation will be performed to find the minimum adjustment to the previously computed flight plan. The user can abort the mission anytime by clicking the button on the system. We remark that multiple drones can also be tracked simultaneously.
VII. CONCLUSION
Intelligent drone management system is important for practical applications of drones. This paper provides multiple contributions for automated battery-operated drone management systems, including an empirical study to model the battery performance of drones, considering various flight scenarios, a study of flight tour planning with recharging optimization for drones that captures diverse applications of delivery and remote operations by drones, and a management system implementation. In the future, we will extend to incorporate a variety of further factors, such as restrictions of no-fly zones and attitude, and wind speed forecast. Users may also be to specify further goals, such as deadline of completion and maximum payload weight. 
